
Script and API Policy Meeting Notes 

April 24, 2018 

Present: William Allington (SCLS) Heidi Cox (MCF), Brian Hahn (SCLS), Heidi Oliversen (SCLS), Margie 

Navarre-Saaf (MAD), Jocelyne Sansing (MID), Lucas Schneider (MAD), Vicki Teal Lovely (SCLS), Cindy 

Weber (SCLS) 

Discussion: 

Today we are reviewing the “Draft Scripting / API Approval Policy” and the “Draft Policy for accessing 

the SCLS shared ILS.” The Scripting / API Approval Policy is necessary as more libraries are writing their 

own scripts, browser extensions or API’s that access Koha and this may put the data at a higher risk for a 

content breach. The Policy for Accessing the SCLS Shared ILS is in the Circulation manual, but was never 

made into a policy.  

Language in the Technology agreement that states that SCLS in not liable for data breeches.  Do we need 

a policy if we have this agreement?  Would a Memorandum of Understanding be sufficient? 

We do not store social security numbers, driver license numbers or other personally identifiable 

information other than birthdate.  Most of the information that we store is available in other databases; 

DMV, ancestry.com, etc. 

Are we able to identify where a breach occurred from?  And how it happened?  IP address from within a 

library, IP address from outside the library?  LibLime may be able to track this for us if being made aware 

of it within the timeframe within a retention period. 

Can we exclude data that you are not required to login to Koha to access?  Cindy described a problem 

with limiting policy to sensitive data – need to prevent a foothold that may allow access to PTFS servers. 

Discussion about sharing scripts, not-requiring the sharing of scripts, who is responsible for 

maintenance, scripts as steps to further development, if not shared who pays for vetting.  If required to 

share how could a staff person at one library really maintain for all.  

If a script does not login, does it need further vetting?  If it doesn’t, then we don’t have an expense for 

vetting.   

Does a library have to share everything with SCLS but not share with all other libraries if no vetting 

expense involved? If not shared then possible that patron can have an experience at one library but not 

another. Different than if something a library chooses not to purchase.   

We decided it is OK to require vetting but not requiring sharing.   

Anything existing being vetted for security issues, all new/future ideas have to follow the procedure.  

May be able to wrap together a procedure for third party vendors and databases together.  

Sustainability of support is an issue for library-developed scripts.  

How would an approved script be advertised as something that can be shared?  If on an ILS webpage 

does that imply that SCLS is supporting and/or maintaining? 



We could provide information on a page that announces approved scripts/extensions/APIs, etc. and 

indicate who would provide answers, support, and maintenance.  Provide information about different 

stages of the ides/script.  It would be cool to see all innovation in one place.   

Draft Policy Review: 

We reviewed the draft policy. We decided to expand to third party products that are contracted 

between a library and the vendor, not going through SCLS. We decided to start out more restrictive and 

loosen up as needed/warranted in the future. We will reference the Technology Agreement in the next 

draft version. Proposed changes to the draft are below.   

 

Draft Scripting / API Approval policy 

Original Summary: Libraries may have a staff member who is capable of writing scripts or APIs to 

improve certain aspects of the SCLS shared ILS and the library is willing to share the script with member 

libraries. SCLS has the responsibility to protect the data in the shared ILS (particularly patron data). SCLS 

does not have staff who are qualified to vet scripts or APIs to sign off on potential security issues. SCLS 

would like to support the development of these types of applications. The following procedure will be 

followed for all types of scripts, browser extensions, APIs, etc. that access Koha.  

Revised Summary: 1. SCLS would like to encourage the development of scripts, browser extensions, 

APIs, etc. improve certain aspects of the SCLS shared ILS 

SCLS does not have staff who are qualified to vet scripts or APIs to sign off on potential security issues. 

3 .If a library plans to write a script or API or contracts with a third party vendor outside of SCLS, it must 

be shared with SCLS 

Libraries may have a staff member who is capable of writing scripts or APIs to improve certain aspects of 

the SCLS shared ILS and the library is willing to share the script with member libraries.  

2. SCLS has the responsibility to protect the data in the shared ILS (particularly patron data). SCLS does 

not have staff who are qualified to vet scripts or APIs to sign off on potential security issues. SCLS would 

like to support the development of these types of applications.  

4. The following procedurepolicy must will be followed for all types of scripts, browser extensions, third-

party products, APIs, etc. that access the shared ILSKoha.  

The term script in this document refers to scripts, extensions, APIs, database connections, etc. 

1. Library has idea for script they would like to develop and maintain. and presents the idea to an 

ILS Subcommittee. This assumes that library has someone on staff who is able to write and 

maintain the script. 

1.2. The script idea is presented to an ILS Subcommittee. 

a. Subcommittee approves idea and submits it to the ILS Committee who authorizes 

creation of the script and approval for vetting the script for security issues with a third 

party vendor (including costs if applicable). 



b. Subcommittee does not approve idea.   The library may still move through the vetting 

process for security issues but will be solely responsible for any costs involved in the 

process. 

2.3. Once script is written SCLS staff will do a preliminary review, with assistance from the creator, to 

identify what we would see as potential security issues such as automatically logging in to the 

shared ILSKoha; where the script is hosted; who is accessing it (patrons or staff), etc. If no such 

issues are identified, the script may move to the pilot process. library may move forward. 

3.4. If SCLS staff determines there is an area of concern in the script, it will be submitted to a third 

party vendor selected by SCLS for review of potential security issues.  The library will be 

responsible for the costs incurred by the review. 

4.5. Once the script is vetted and approved by the third party vendor, the library may move forward 

or not. , it may go into a pilot process to test functionality. If the vendor does not approve, the 

library may take steps to rectify the security issue(s). 

5.6. SCLS will not be responsible for supporting any script or API if it is not integrated into the main 

shared ILS software solution. 

6.7. If any participating library writes a script or API that accesses the SCLS shared ILS and does not 

submit it for the vetting process, neither SCLS nor any other member libraries will be 

responsible for any problems that may result from the use of these scripts or APIs (such as a 

data breach).  

Draft Policy for accessing the SCLS shared ILS 

1. SCLS is not liable for security breaches related to a member-library’s unauthorized access and/or 

use of data in the SCLS shared ILS. 

2. Libraries are responsible for establishing a method of distributing login information to staff and 

for changing passwords on a regular basis and after a staff member leaves employment at the 

library. 

3. Libraries should establish their own policies and procedures for preventing their staff from 

having unauthorized access and/or use of data in the SCLS shared ILS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


